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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, so glad to be here today. Thanks so much to Jerry Everett and the rest of the TN Model User Group for hosting us. My name is Ted Reinhold and I’m a Solutions Engineer at StreetLight, based in Alexandria, VA.Joining me today is my colleague Julie Hirni, the Director of Public Sales Sector in the Southeast. She will also be available to answer any questions you might have about StreetLight.And I should also give a shout-out to my counterpart in the Southeast, Becca Sial, who some of you may have met. Becca just went on maternity leave the other week, and we are wishing her and her son all the best!--��Many of you may already be familiar with StreetLight, but for those who are not, our mission is to leverage Big Data sources to develop robust, actionable transportation metrics that help professionals, such as the group we have here today, do their job better. And we make these transportation analytics available through our interactive and on-demand, software, StreetLight InSight.We have spent the better part of the last decade working with transportation agencies and consultants to understand their data needs/gaps and develop metrics that will add value to their organizations.��Based on these experiences, I would like to share some of our insights into some ways in which Big Data can be incorporated into the travel demand modeling process. And we would also like to learn more about how transportation analytics derived from Big Data can support statewide modeling efforts in Tennessee.
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What is “Big Data?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what are some source of Big Data that can support transportation analyses?
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Big Data for transportation

Vehicle GPS

2
Mobile Device LBS

1
Internet of Things

3

GPS devices installed in 
personal and 
commercial vehicles

Anonymized “opt-in” 
data from mobile device 
apps

Connected vehicles, 
smart fare cards, RFID, 
geo-fencing, and more

Household & Intercept 
Surveys

Aerial Photos & Videos

Bluetooth & Other Sensors

Assumption-Based 
Modeled Data 

Traditional 
Data Sources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s always changing, but in today’s landscape, here are some sources of Big DataMobile Device Location-based ServicesOpt-in locational data from smartphone applicationsLocation is necessary to the function of the app (think weather app)Anonymized, deidentified information2) In-vehicle GPSCould be collected by the OEM in personal vehiclesNavigational-GPS data from a fleet management system3) IoT (Internet of Things)Everything connectedV2X Connected Vehicles Communicated with other Vehicles, Infrastructure, DevicesRFID tagsSmart fare cards for transitMany more emerging technologiesBig Data:Passive data collectionSample is ContinuousLarge sample sizeComprehensive in coverageHistorical and present dayWhereas, think of some of the conventional transportation data sources:Household Travel Surveys, Onboard SurveysAerial PhotographyBluetooth and other sensors or countersCollection is often discreteLimited time periodsIn-situ installation in the field, limited to collection area
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Location-Based Services (LBS) and GPS data

MOBILE DEVICE DATA 
from 110M+ devices of U.S. and Canadian adults

Example, San Bernardino, CA
Oct 8, 2017 24-hr snapshot

• Every month, we process over 
100 billion anonymized location 
records from smart phones and 
GPS navigation devices in cars 
and trucks.

• Route Science® transforms 
them into contextualized, 
normalized and aggregated 
travel patterns.

CONTEXT

Parcel Data 
Digital Road Network Data

U.S. Census

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LBS ang GPS DataTwo sources of Big Data I will focus on today is Location-Based Services (LBS) data from mobile devices and navigational devices in cars and trucksGeospatial data pings from 110M+ devicesOver 100B location records processed each monthHere is a visualization of these devices – pinging in time and space – interesting to look at, but not that informative
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Data Processing

Proprietary algorithms and 
machine learning turn the data 
into contextualized, aggregated, 
normalized travel patterns. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extensive algorithmic processing to turn unprocessed Big Data into trips and ultimately, useful transportation metricsContextualization (weather, land use, facility type)Normalization (ensures sample is representative of underlying populations)Aggregation (by time and geography)Another layer of processing:At StreetLight, we have developed Machine Learning to impute the mode of travel based on features of the geospatial data pingsWon’t go into details of classification now, but can cover another timeDevelop typical travel patterns and traffic data metrics that are useful for planning and operations
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Validation

Analytics providers validate 
results using counters, sensors, 
and other sources.

MODES:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not enough to have lots of metrics, they need to be grounded in truth and representative of actual observed conditionsValidation against sensors, permanent counters, surveys, and other sourcesCheck for accuracy and reasonableness
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Which source data is the best? 
A constantly evolving mix

MOBILE IoT SENSORS TRUCKS WEATHER DEMOGRAPHICSCONNECTED CARS

10+ Terabytes
of data processed 

monthly

Data is always changing…
– Historically we used cell tower data
– Today we use a blend of data sources
– Tomorrow we’ll add something new

Framework for assessing Big Data sources

Data sample: size, representativeness, coverage 
(temporal/spatial), frequency of updates 

Privacy protections: how does the process 
protect privacy of individuals?

Validation and uses: applicability to 
transportation-related use cases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data is always changing…At StreetLight, historically we used cellular tower dataToday we use a blend of data sources   as shown in the graphic in the upper right cornerTomorrow we’ll add something new to better meet your needsThe Big Data landscape is constantly evolving and it’s important to remain adaptable and ride the “wave” of data providers as new technologies emergeFramework for assessing Big Data sources- Data sample – precision of spatial data, sample penetration rate, how “active” and persistent are sample devices- Validation: how accurate are the metrics compared to ground truth; what are the statistical methods utilized to compare traditional methods to metrics derived from Big Data
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Big Data Applications 
for Modeling
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• Supplement traditional data sources

• Overcome modeling assumptions

• Continually refine and validate model

Benefits for Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reliable travel forecasts rely on good input data; the old adage certain applies, “garbage in, garbage out”. Thus, there are several ways in which transportation metrics derived from Big Data can benefit the development, calibration, and validation of models.Complement traditional data collection for model developmentSupplement O-D data collected from Household Travel Surveys or Intercept SurveysAccount for demand missed in surveys (tourists, visitors, non-motorized modes, freight)More coverage (spatial/temporal and more granular data for subarea models or on collectors and local streets, as well as arterials/freewaysCollect data by modeTranscend conventional data collection by digging deeper into travel patterns that couldn’t easily be measured before (e.g., vehicle routing)Coverage of historic data, not covered in previous travel surveys2) Assumptions (improve upon components of model that rely more on assumptions) -> produce more reasonable forecastsSeasonal models (summer vs school year) achievableWeekday vs weekend can be explicitly differentNon-motorized modesExternal trip modeling is often simplified, outside the statewide model Special modules can be developed for airports, campuses and freight hubs instead of simplistic assumptionsSpecial events (sports events, construction) and tourism are easier to develop, calibrate, and validateLong-distance freight and inter-city personal travel can be better modeled3) Continually refine and validate model:Availability of new months – model refresh, but also allowing for longitudinal analysis over timeQuery metrics automatically via data API for simpler integrationLayer on recent data, in absence of surveyNumerous metrics available  to calibrate and validate model (area-wide and corridor specific)Volumes; Speeds; CongestionVMT; O-D; RoutingTrip Length/Travel TimesObserved metrics that allows you to adjust sensitivity of model parameters in response to changes in network, land use, or travel behavior (E.g., teleworking during the Covid-19 pandemic)



Model Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not in any particular order as it pertains to the modeling process. Some of these applications might relate to trip-based modeling, but many of the concepts can be adapted for tour-based or activity-based models. 
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Use Big Data O-D as a seed matrix to estimate full O-D trip table

Origin TAZs to downtown core – Peak AM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Origin-Destination trip data derived from Big Data metrics can inform the Trip Distribution modelO-D flows by trip purpose, time of day periodsO-D trips, but could convert to a P-A trip table if you know home locationsUse as a seed matrix to estimate the full regional O-D trip table (w/ Fratar or ODME process)Refresh and update the model more frequently with changes to network or land use
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Supplement gaps in traveler surveys (e.g., tourists)

Inferred 1km2 home grids of visitors to Dollywood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More comprehensive sample Visitor/tourist surveys to POIsExternal studies (out-of-state travelers)Parking studiesInferred home locations of tourist visitors to Dollywood on a typical weekend day; zoom out – you could see visitors from all across the continental US
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Granular metrics for non-motorized and transit modes

Pedestrian activity near downtown Bus trips to downtown core

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broad assumptions are made about trip generation and travel patterns of Non-motorized modesIncorporate active modes into model to improve mode choice model and forecast impacts of multimodal projects and policiesWhere is the demand, but also looking at patterns of vehicular trips (<1 mile) to assess latent demand for these modesScooters and buses in Nashville!Transit station access by mode, validate assumptions about transit station catchment areas and walkshedsAugment transit riders surveysCalibration/validation of model choice model and transit assignment
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Develop special modules for freight hubs, campus, airports, parks…

Truck trips from FedEx World Hub - Memphis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Freight distribution centersEmployment centersCampuses AirportsParks
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Internal-External demand (II / IE / EI / EE)

I-55 EB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Statewide model captures intercity travel between metropolitan areas in TNModel long-distance freight travel or inter-city passenger tripsExternal-to-external through tripsSet-up cordon points at the boundaries of your regional or statewide model
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Develop sub-area models from regional travel demand model

Vehicular trips to Vanderbilt campus I-26 SB O-D in Johnson City

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Subarea models derived from a regional travel demand modelNeed to understand detailed and localized patterns, routing decisions, multimodal activity- Granular geographic and time-of-day patterns help overcome assumptions in these subareas- Ramp-to-ramp flows on a corridor (such as I-26 example)Game day operations (Neyland Stadium) or mention events planning use cases
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O-D inputs to traffic simulation models, TIA, cut-through studies

McEwen Dr - Franklin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
O-D patterns inputs along a corridor Traffic assessment for a new development (assess existing conditions, monitor changes over time)Turning Movement Counts on-demand; input flows into a traffic simulation model (VISSIM) or validate outputs of the model baseline  - Understand demand for cut-through traffic within a neighborhood



Model Calibration & Validation
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Total trip production and attraction

Vehicle trips destined for downtown, 
typical weekday AM Peak (6-10a)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hone in on a specific zone of interestValidate trip productions/attractions by mode of travel – car, truck, pedestrian, etc. (or look at specific origins or destinations)Diurnal time-of-day and day of week variations
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Total trip production and attraction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this case, we’re assessing trip arrivals to the Nashville downtown core during a typical weekday AM peak in 2019 Distribution of trip lengths by binsCalibrate trip lengths for trip distribution models
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Total trip production and attraction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Traveler demographic characteristics of travelers to/from a zone- Demographics not known for the individual, but rather based on the composition of socioeconomic and demographic characteristics for the inferred home neighborhood – these home locations can also be used to determine trip purpos- Trip Purpose for a zone or O-D pair (home-based work, home-based other, non home-based)- Three trip purposes described, but others can be developed based on trips made specifically to/from area types (geo-fence areas around universities, airports, shopping centers)
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Travel time distribution by time of day 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Murfreesboro neighborhoods into Nashville travel times
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Travel time distribution by time of day 

Early AM (12-6a)

Peak AM (6-10a)

Peak PM (3-7p)

Mid Day (10a-3p)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar histogram to before, but with distribution of trip durations (in minutes)Measure changing patterns by peak and off-peak time of day periods- Compare against network travel time skims
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Calibrate network assignment – route choice

Airport to city center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Select Link analysis –  routes upstream/downstream or between O-D pair- are paths being properly assigned based on travel times and congestion levels
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Calibrate network assignment – link delays/congestion

US 64 congested segments – PM Peak

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visualize travel speeds, travel times, congestion relative to free flowing conditionsCalibrate the model by tweaking the volume delay function to better match observed conditionsCongested segment (in red)
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Calibrate network assignment – link volumes/speeds

US 64 WB @ S Chickamauga 
Creek - Volumes

US 64 WB @ S Chickamauga 
Creek - Speeds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this location, we can view typical volumes (and typical speeds) by hour of the day or day of week for westbound trafficPeak hour in blueCalibrate model to match existing conditions: traffic counts, speedsUnderstand changes in behavior, such as peak spreading (which many cities have been experiencing during the pandemic)Validation at specific segments (screenlines) – speeds, volumes, time of day patterns make senseValidate for typical weekdayMore counts to broadly validate across functional classifications
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Calibrate model sensitivity to network or land use changes

Paths during bridge closureTypical paths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since passive Big Data sources are constantly updatingProvides a unique opportunity to assess model performance in light of real-world eventsI-40 DeSoto Bridge – closed from May-August 2021 (structural issues)EB traffic destined for St Jude Children’s Research Hospital- Typical paths during normal operation vs closureIn this scenario, testing the network change (remove a link), does the model replicate real world behaviors?Test resiliency of the network during a closure for construction or a natural disaster (Hurricane Ida in LA or fire out west in CA)- More broadly, compare metrics for two different years where network and/or land use has changed, and test if the model captures the difference in volumes and travel times.
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1. Big Data can complement current sources of 
input, calibration and validation data for models

2. Opportunities to refine overlooked model 
components  - I/E, freight, tourism, seasonality

3. Monthly data refresh facilitates frequent model 
updates and monitoring

4. Big Data enables a wide range of model 
applications and use cases

Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access and consistency of data resources across departments Applications- demand for tollingPrioritize infrastructure and assess benefits (who the facility serves) after project completionOn-demand access and customizable metrics ~ endless possibilities



ted.reinhold@streetlightdata.com
julie.hirni@streetlightdata.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total trips produced and attracted, including both passenger and freightO-D flows for HBW, HBO and NHB travel purposesO-D at a greater level of temporal detail to validate models by time of dayExternal trips (IE and EI) and through trips (EE)Routing for network assignmentSensitivity of demand to network and land use changes by using Before-and-After travel data from StreetLight
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Processing 
Methods

2
Data Sets and 
Sources
• Where does the data 

come from?
• How big is the sample 

size, and from how 
many providers?

• How frequently are 
the data sources 
evaluated and 
updated?

1
Privacy 
Protections

3
Validation and 
Uses

4

Vetting Big Data Metrics Providers
A FRAMEWORK FOR QUESTIONS TO ASK AND BEST PRACTICES TO LOOK FOR

• What algorithm and 
machine learning 
techniques are used?

• How granular are the 
metrics?

• What transportation 
modes are included?

• How is the data 
collected, processed, 
and shared?

• How does the 
process protect 
privacy of individuals?

• Where are privacy 
practices built into the 
process?

• How are the metrics 
validated?

• How have the metrics 
been used in real-
world applications?

• How do customers 
access the metrics?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know what to look for when selecting a metrics provider!
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Sample representativeness
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Sample representativeness
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Sample representativeness
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Is LBS data “unrepresentative”?
Not if you work with excellent suppliers. 

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

% of trips that
involve a purchase

% of trips that
involve a trip

Share of person trips that involve a 
purchase (NHTS 2017)

Biased trip 
purpose -
hard to 
normalize

Well 
distributed -

straightforward 
to normalize

Penetration Rate by Household Income

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right chart: Comparison of penetration rates by household income, with data labels highlighting the number of Census tracts that fall into each bin.
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0

0.2

0.4
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0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Index (Feb 2019 = 1)

Index (Feb 2019 = 1)

Was LBS data impacted by the iOS14 updates?
Not if you work with excellent suppliers. 

Normal supplier 
increases in trips

Our key partners implement 
“Opt In” in advance of any OS 

changes, with clear 
explanations and processes. 

We weed out those 
individuals who don’t want to 

be in the sample.

COVID crisis – actual 
decrease in trips 
reflected in data

COVID 3rd

wave 
lockdowns 

Actual activity and our 
supply continue to 

increase post iOS14.5

iOS 14.5 launched 
April 26

Short term 
spike with one 
supplier (app 

based)
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What is YOUR sample size?

110M
Usable devices in 
our current 
sample

1.5B
trips analyzed in 
January 2020*

Your 
project 
sample 
size
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110 Million Usable Devices in U.S. + Canada

110M
Usable devices in 
our current 
sample

What are these devices?

• A mix of LBS smart phones, connected trucks

• We work with suppliers to increase presence of highly 

active devices that are making consistent trips 

throughout the year.

• We continually de-duplicate devices, and remove 

devices with infrequent pings

• These create over half a trillion “pings” each year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StreetLight processes 1.4 BILLION trips in January 2019. It is 4x from what we processed in January 2018. We noticed that year over year our TRIP sample has increased anywhere from doubled to quadrupled.How do we do it? We added many new apps to our supply chain which increases the number of daily average USEFUL users, and the tripsWe carefully de-duplicated devicesLastly, we have been working with our suppliers to make their data more USEFUL for transportation, such as making sure that the devices ping more regularly while maintaining phone battery efficiency.Some of this happened throughout the year, during which the sample size ~doubled, but between Jan 2019 and Dec 2018 we put in a lot of new stuff, so it doubled again.
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1.5+ billion usable trips analyzed per month

1.5B
trips analyzed in 
January 2020*

How do we do it?

• We continually vet the quality of apps and devices to 

achieve maximum number of high-quality trips.

• We work with suppliers to increase presence of highly 

active devices that are making consistent trips 

throughout the year.

• We continually de-duplicate devices, and remove 

“inaccurate”, unusable trips.

*Last typical, pre-COVID month

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StreetLight processes 1.4 BILLION trips in January 2019. It is 4x from what we processed in January 2018. We noticed that year over year our TRIP sample has increased anywhere from doubled to quadrupled.How do we do it? We added many new apps to our supply chain which increases the number of daily average USEFUL users, and the tripsWe carefully de-duplicated devicesLastly, we have been working with our suppliers to make their data more USEFUL for transportation, such as making sure that the devices ping more regularly while maintaining phone battery efficiency.Some of this happened throughout the year, during which the sample size ~doubled, but between Jan 2019 and Dec 2018 we put in a lot of new stuff, so it doubled again.
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Transparent Sample Size Information for All Projects

Your 
project 
sample 
size

• Sample size varies by time, data period, etc. 

• For every StreetLight project you run, we’ll share the 

sample of devices and trips that contributed to your 

analysis.

• Where feasible, we’ll share confidence intervals too 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have added more apps, more devices and significantly more trips – what does it mean to you, your projects:
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M T W Th F Sa Su

Different approaches to sample size:
Big Data vs. Traditional

Big DataTraditional (tube counter, etc.)

vs.

All people for a few days Many people for all days
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Different approaches to sample size:
Big Data vs. Traditional

Location of permanent counter near Berlin, Ohio
2019 AADT = 10,028 (3.66M trips/year)

0

50,000

100,000

150,000

200,000

250,000

300,000

Trips

Annual Sample Size Collected - 2019

48-hour Counter StreetLight Sample

12x 
Sample Size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StreetLight counts are 6.5% of total48 hour tube counts are 0.5% (half of one percent)
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M T W Th F Sa Su

Different approaches to sample size:
Big Data vs. Traditional

Big DataTraditional (tube counter, etc.)

All people for a few days Many people for all hours for all days

M T W Th F Sa SuM T W Th F Sa Su

Bluetooth, surveys, etc.

Some people for a few days
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Population Adjustments And More…
We check for major shifts in 
supplier data feeds, we use 
inputs about weather, road 
type, season and much more 
to finalize our normalization.

IoT Counter Normalization
We normalize across 
space/time by comparing the 
number of trips we sense to 
10,000+ permanent loop 
counters embedded in the 
infrastructure across the US

How we make our sample representative
A SIMPLIFIED SUMMARY

Each device carries an 
individual adjustment factor 
based on how many StreetLight 
devices live on its home block 
(versus actual population on 
that block).

Repeat and update every month
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0
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50000
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70000

80000

90000
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0-2500 2500-5000 5000-10000 10,000-25,000 25,000-50000 50,000+
Bin for Road Size by AADT

Mean Average Percent Errors by AADT Volume Cluster

How accurate are the metrics?
AADT accuracy by size of road (link to detailed validation paper)

+/- 8.25%

+/- 9.4%

+/- 10.2%

+/- 13.2%+/- 16.3%+/- 24.9%

• Avg percent error decreases 
on higher volume roads

• Errors in each band are 
better than AADT estimates 
from temporary counts, 
modeled counts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have added more apps, more devices and significantly more trips – what does it mean to you, your StreetLight projects:
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How accurate are the metrics?
Bike and pedestrian Counts have extremely high correlation (link to detailed validation paper) 

Correlation results comparing StreetLight to permanent counters for bicycle and pedestrian modes for weekdays 
show R2 of 0.84 for bicycles and R2 of 0.78 for pedestrians, which means the actual and estimate values are 
highlight correlated

These comparisons are based on permanent bicycle counters in San Francisco (SFMTA) and the Delaware Valley (DVRPC) and permanent pedestrian counters in Washington D.C. and the 
Delaware Valley (DVRPC) from 2018.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have added more apps, more devices and significantly more trips – what does it mean to you, your StreetLight projects:
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How accurate are the metrics?
Turning Movement ratios and demonstrate high accuracy correlation

These comparisons are based on permanent counter locations in Hennepin County, Minnesota, from 2017

R² = 0.98
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StreetLight Volume Ratios

StL Volume Turning Movement Ratios vs. Hennepin Turning 
Movement Ratios

Correlation between Hennepin 
turning movement ratios and 
StreetLight Volume ratios 
demonstrate R² value of 0.98, 
indicating a very high 
correlation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have added more apps, more devices and significantly more trips – what does it mean to you, your StreetLight projects:



Big Data for Modeling
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• Trip Based Models
– Trip rates can be customized beyond basing them on household size, 

household size and income level. 
– Gravity models and destination choice models can be refined. Different trip 

distribution models can be estimated since big data can be used to calibrate 
and validate them, without which validation data is lacking

– Routing information from GPS and LBS data can be used to improve trip 
assignment algorithms



Big Data for Modeling
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• Tour-Based Models
– Trip stops along a tour can be better understood – where they are how often
– Mode choice for tours and trips within them

• Activity Based Models
– Reliable (anonymized) devices can be studied to better understand individual 

travel patterns to develop travel profiles
– Long term (employment, school) and short term (daily routine) decisions 

impacting travel can be estimated



P-A vs O-D
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Trip and tour based models start with Production-Attractions and convert 
them into O-D to get the actual direction of trip before trip assignment. 

Production-attraction format of trips expresses the directions going from 
home-end of the trip (production) to non-home end of the trip (attraction). 
That does not reflect the real directions from origin to destination. 

StreetLight creates trips in O-D format. Knowing the home location (zone) of 
the device making the trip, the trips can be converted to P-A format.  
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Step 1: Pick the Right Data

Cellular Ad-derived 
Data

Counters Traditional 
Surveys

Active 
Mode App

GPS-
SurveyLBS
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Step 2: Machine Learning to Recognize 
Modes at the Ping Level

Training a Random Forest Classifier – Data Sets by Source

Source Tagged Points Harvested 
Points

Caltrans Travel Survey (NREL**) 26M ~500K

Atlanta Regional Travel Survey (NREL) 2.4M ~75K

Mid-Region Travel Survey – Albuquerque 
(NREL)

3M ~92K

Southern Nevada Household Travel 
Survey (NREL)

4.2M ~133K

Capital Bikeshare 334K ~48K

Beijing Pedestrian (Microsoft) 5.5M ~27K

Total Number of Points in Training Data 
Set

~900K
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Step 3: Group “Pings” into Mode-Assigned Trips

Walk 80%
Sta.  20%

Walk 90%
Bike.  10%

Walk 80%
Sta.  20%

Walk 60%
Sta.  40%

Walk 50%
Sta.  50%

Walk 20%
Sta.  80%

Walk 20%
Sta.  80%

• Apply intelligence from machine learning process to infer probability of 
mode choice for each ping

• Stationary is a “mode”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ML Trade off – less clear what the breaking criterea is
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Step 4: “Lock” to Allowable Networks

• No geometry subtracted from car 
Open Street Map (OSM), only 
added

• Implications for Pedestrians 
– Complexities with pedestrians: 

jaywalking can be missed
– Very large and spread out 

buildings, like conferences centers, 
can be confusing
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Inferred home and work locations
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StreetLight AADT is trained on a Set of Permanent 
Counters

• StreetLight 2020 AADT data is trained 
and validated using 3,000+ unique 
permanent counter locations (6,600 
permanent counts) across 25 U.S. 
states

• The R2 between StreetLight  AADT and 
2020 AADT values from permanent 
counters is 0.98, indicating a very 
strong relationship

R² = 0.9802
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year, since our AADT is trained on a robust set of observed permanent counters in the field, the R2 is still very strong. StreetLight 2020 AADT data is trained and validated using 3,000+ unique permanent counter locations (6,600 permanent counts, some locations have multiple directions) across 25 U.S. states.Some may ask why we only have training data from 25 states when we had almost double in the V2 of AADT 2019 last year. Remember, in order to release the AADT earlier in the year, we have access to less permanent counters than later in the year due to processing time. However, it is important to note that Even with fewer "unique permanent counter locations" for 2020 results, our team has developed sophisticated machine learning models to still provide very accurate results and our white paper highlights all of the validations and proof
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/AADT2020

AADT 2020 improves results for 
small traffic volume roads 
through large traffic volume 
roads, due to updated machine-
learning model methodology

Continued year-over-year improvements to StreetLight’s
AADT Metric

Comparison of cross validation results of mean percent error (MAPE) metric among 
StreetLight’s AADT models for 2018, 2019, and 2020 (U.S.).

AADT Volume 
Range

StreetLight 2018 
AADT

StreetLight 2019 
AADT

StreetLight 2020 
AADT

MAPE (%) MAPE (%) MAPE (%)
A: <= 499 840.4 42.51 74.81
B: 500 - 1,999 27.29 27.76 25.48
C: 2000 - 4,999 21.14 19.3 14.98
D: 5,000 - 9,999 17.47 14.72 12.52
E: 10,000 - 19,999 16.21 12.7 11.71
F: 20,000 - 34,999 13.72 10.53 8.84
G: 35,000 - 54,999 13.98 9.36 7.32
H: 55,000 - 84,999 11.54 8.38 7.55
I: 85,000 - 124,999 11.58 8.63 7.09
J: > 125,000+ 11.19 8.41 8.99

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know the customer-facing SE & CS teams already attended the DS deep dive last week where Claire walked through a bunch of the technical details for AADT but I am going to highlight some main takeaways. The new white paper is definitely worth checking out because there are new validations and industry-standard accuracy targets that we have included based on our learnings from our work with FHWA. This is a snapshot of one of the tables from the white paper – note that our validations were done across many different road sizes and as you can see in the table, our mean absolute percent error gets better each year. To evaluate accuracy, we grouped permanent counter stations by AADT, and reported on results within those groupings. Errors measured as a percent of AADT naturally increase with smaller roads, and groupings by road AADT allow for more visibility into where the errors of the model lie
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Accuracy exceeds industry standards compared to 
temporary counts AADT 

Volume 
Range

Method (n) 95% TCE 
Error 

Range (%)

Median 
Bias (%)

MAPE 
(%)

NRMSE (%)

0-499 
(very low)

Same Year 
Temporary Counts 
(SY-TC)

Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Typical “No Count” 
estimates (Typ-NC) Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

AADT 2020 K-fold 58.5 49.4 66.41 76.11
500 - 4,999 
(low)

SY-TC 34 -0.1 10.2 18.0
Typ-NC n/a n/a 50 65
AADT 2020 K-fold 40.50 4.3 19.0 24.0

5,000 –
54,999 
(medium)

SY-TC 28 1.1 8.6 14.2
Typ-NC n/a 2 18 27
AADT 2020 K-fold 27.88 -0.7 10.6 15.4

55,000+ 
(high)

SY-TC 24 1.4 5.3 9.5
Typ-NC n/a 1.5 20 12
AADT 2020 K-fold 15.65 -0.9 8.1 12.7

Source: Krile, R., Todt, F., Schroeder, J. (2015). Assessing Roadway Traffic Count 
Duration and Frequency Impacts on Annual Average Daily Traffic Estimation (FHWA-
PL-16-008). United States. Federal Highway Administration.

StreetLight’s AADT 2020 cross-validated results compared to 48-hour same year temporary count expansion as 
represented by Krile et al (2015) and typical situations with no counts for key statistical indicators. 

For medium and large roads, the 
AADT 2020 model performs 
competitively with 48-hour 
same-year temporary counts 
across most accuracy metrics 
and consistently better than the 
typical situations with no counts

Note: there are no targets available for roads with AADT under 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at this chart, the point is not for you to see all the numbers since this is just one of many tables from the white paper, but this is an example of how we calculated the accuracy of our AADT compared to 48-hour same year temporary count targets, as well as the typical situations with no counts for the same calendar year. The callout on the left highlights that For medium and large roads, the AADT 2020  model performs competitively with 48-hour same-year temporary counts across most accuracy metrics and consistently better than the typical situations with no counts. Note: there are no targets available for roads with AADT under 500. Looking at the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) and the normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE), MAPE describes errors well on small roads and treats errors of all sizes equally, and in contrast, NRMSE penalizes large errors more, making it more sensitive to the accuracy of AADT estimation on high-volume roads. Which is why we show both types of error for those that are more accustomed to certain ways of calculating error.
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Validation of AADT counts in Tennessee

R² = 0.9894
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